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5
5 Nanoparticles are fine particles that falls in a size
6 range smaller than 100 nm [1]. Several different
6 terminology can be found in literature to describe
nanoparticle morphology so that the same word (e.g.
6 agglomerate) can have several different meanings [2].
6 In this physical model nanoparticles will be charac7 terized using the following definitions, based on their
7 morphological properties, according to [1, 3, 4]:
8
• Primary particles: the smallest identifiable in8
dividual particles, usually in the size range between 5 and 50 nm and often present as individ9
ual crystals (“single crystalline”).
9
9
• Agglomerates (“soft agglomerates”): assem9
blies of primary particles and/or aggregates
10
loosely held together by weak bonds which may
1

2
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be due to van der Waals forces or ionic/covalent
bonds operating over very small contact areas.
Agglomeration is a reversible process. The total surface area is identical with the sum of the
surface areas of the individual particles.
• Aggregates (“hard agglomerates”): assemblies
of partially sintered primary particles held together by strong bonds (covalent/ionic). The
surface area of an aggregate is smaller than the
sum of all primary particle surface areas. They
are usually formed by sintering of agglomerated
primary particles.
A TEM image of a typical nanoparticle agglomerate
and its idealization as an assembly of primary particles is shown in figure 1.1.
With the term nanoparticle we will refer to objects that span from a single primary particle (the
simplest type of nanoparticle) to complex agglomerates formed by several aggregated primary particles [5]. Examples of nanoparticle morphologies are
shown in figure 1.2.
Nanoparticles can be synthesized using several different routes, such as wet synthesis routes, milling
techniques and gas-phases synthesis. In this model
we focus on gas-phase condensation synthesis process (bottom-up approach) in which the thermal decomposition and/or chemical reaction of the precursor results in the formation of a thermodynamically
unstable supersaturated vapour followed by spontaneous condensation and nucleation of single vapour
atoms to clusters of several molecules [6, 7].
In figure 1.3 the typical gas phase condensation
process is represented. Nanoparticles appear by homogeneous nucleation as single primary particles and
then coagulate to form agglomerates that can evolve
into bigger spherical particles in the extreme case
of complete sintering (collision-limited particles) or
form aggregates in the extreme case of partial sintering (sintering-limited particles). Heterogeneous nucleation (or surface condensation) that occurs on the
surface of primary particles is the other important
mechanism of growth that occurs in gas phase condensation synthesis of nanoparticles. In a gas-phase
processes, the degree of agglomeration can be tuned
by the adjustment of temperature and temperature

Figure 1.1: TEM image of an actual nanoparticle agglomerate and its simplified representation
as
P an asP
sembly of primary particles. R = i mi ri2 / i mi is
the radius of gyration and ri the distance of the i-th
primary particle from the center O of the aggregate
mass [1].

gradients on the one hand and by the adjustment of
pressure and precursor concentration/vapour density
on the other hand, having the latter a direct influence
on the collision frequency.

2 Atomistic nanoparticle description
In order to clearly identify the quantities to be used
in the mesoscopic model and to provide means for the
transfer of information between atomistic and mesoscopic models, it is useful to start with a rigorous
nanoparticle description at atomistic level and then
define by integration the quantities that will be used
by the mesoscopic model.
From an atomistic perspective a nanoparticle can
be considered as a cluster of several bonded atoms or
molecules of different reactive species, each one characterized by a particular spatial position and velocity. Integrations over an atoms subset of the systems
forming a nanoparticle can lead to the definition of
precise mesoscopic quantities describing the overall
nanoparticle status, such as mass, volume, average
velocity, center of mass location, moments of inertia and temperature. The evolution in time of this
subset can also describe processes like heterogeneous
nucleation or surface chemical reactions rates, the interparticle forces and sintering mechanism.

3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.2: Nanoparticle types: single primary (a), agglomerate of primaries (b), aggregate of primaries (c),
mixed agglomerates and aggregates (d), agglomerate of two aggregates (e).

Figure 1.3: Typical gas phase synthesis of nanoparticles by condensation. Spherical particles are obtained
in the collision-limited case, while aggregates in the sintering-limited case.
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For the purpose of this work the atomic and molecular internal degrees of freedom related to the existence of electronic excited states have been neglected.
In the following sections we will generally refer to
atoms as the basic objects of the atomistic model,
specifying them as atomic species or molecular
species only when needed.

2.1 Molecular dynamics
In the classical molecular dynamics approach an
atomistic system A can be defined as a set of
atoms ai (xi , vi , si ) with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N (A)}, where
N (A) is the total number of atoms in the system,
each one characterized by position xi , velocity vi and
species si . In this physical model an atomistic system deals with objects can be the defined as atomic
species (e.g. si ∈ {Ar, H, Si}) or molecular species
(e.g. si ∈ {Al2 O3 , ZnO}).
AT
of the atomistic
The total potential energy Utot
system A in its more general form is calculated as

Figure 2.1: Example of nanoparticle formation in a
molecular dynamics simulation of a Si/Ar 50%-50%
gas mixture with 25000 atoms and Lennard-Jones potential.

(2.1)

2.2 Atomistic denition of a nanoparticle

where
is the potential term describing the interaction of the i-th atom with all other
particles in the system. In the most general case of a
multi-body potential it depends on the position of all
atoms in the system {xi } and on their species type
{si }.
The evolution in time of the system is described by
the classical Newton’s equation of motion

In order to identify a particular subset of atoms of
an atomistic system A as a nanoparticle some criteria must be introduced. These criteria should also
be able to define different non-connected susbsets of
atoms each one representing a single nanoparticle.
This can be done by checking the connection state of
each atom in the system.

N (A)
AT
Utot
(A)

=

X

UiAT ({(xi , si )})

i=1

UiAT ({(xi , si )})

d2 xi
= Fi i = 1, . . . , N
(2.2)
dt2
2.2.1 Atomic connection criterion
with mi the mass of the i -th atom species i.e. the
si -species mass, and
A connection criterion C(ai , aj ) between two
atoms in an instantaneous system configuration at
∂U AT (A)
Fi = − tot
(2.3) time t can be defined requiring that rij ≤ r0 , where
∂xi
rij is the interatomic distance between ai and aj and
r0 a characteristic connection distance chosen accordis the force acting on the atom ai .
The classical molecular dynamics approach can be ing to the interatomic potential of each particular
used to predict the evolution of an atomistic system, species. This simple criterion is very easy to impleincluding nanoparticle formation and evolution in a ment and it is commonly used in Molecular Dynamics.
gas phase environment as shown in figure 2.1.
mi

2.3
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Average temperature of the nanoparticle NP can
be defined as
According to a chosen connection criterion C(ai , aj )
PN (NP)
it is possible to propose the following definitions:
mi vi2
T (NP ) = i=1
(2.7)
3kB N (NP )
• A dimer is an atoms pair (ai , aj ) with ai , aj ∈
A that satisfies a chosen bonding criterion assuming that |u(NP )|  |Ci |, so that vi =
C(ai , aj ).
u(NPi ) + Ci ∼
= Ci , where Ci is the peculiar velocity
of the i-th atom. This is equivalent to assume that
• A nanoparticle is a subsystem NP of an atom- the kinetic energy of the nanoparticle is negligible
istic system A consisting of N (NP ) atoms, with with respect to its thermal energy.
N (NP ) ≤ N (A), so that ∀al , am ∈ NP a connecThe population ηs of a particular species s in a
tion between the two al , am atoms can be found, nanoparticle NP can be calculated by a simple sumtraveling through dimers.
mation on all ai ∈ NP for which si = s.
Finally, knowing the spatial distribution of each
For two single nanoparticles NPi and NPj the rela- atom also the calculation for the moment of inertia
tion N Pi ∩ N Pj = Ø must hold.
of the nanoparticle is straightforward.
This definition can cover all possible nanoparticle
types shown in figure 1.2, from a single primary par2.3 Atomistic description of nanoparticle to complex agglomerates of aggregates, if the
ticle synthesis mechanisms
C(ai , aj ) criterion is defined using a sufficiently general interatomic potential covering agglomeration and According to the previous definitions, the atomistic
sintering mechanisms.
system A in a classical molecular dynamics simulaIn case of atoms defined as atomic reactive tion can be unequivocally partitioned at each time
species, an intermediate step for the identification step in several subsets:
of monomers should be included in the definition,
• nanoparticles (multiple subsets, not mutually
together with a connection criteria based on the
connected)
monomers interaction potential.
2.2.2

Nanoparticle definition

2.2.3

Nanoparticle properties

• non-bonded atoms (single subset representing
the gas phase)

Properties of a NP nanoparticle can be easily defined
by integration of atomistic quantities in the subset
NP ⊂ A. For example, nanoparticle mass m(NP ),
center of mass xcm (NP ) and average velocity u(NP )
can be defined as

2.3.1

N (NP)

m(NP ) =

X

mi

i=1

PN (NP)
xcm (NP ) =

Analyzing the evolution in time of each of these subsets it is possible to evaluate the quantities referring
to the mesoscopic nanoparticle system and to the evolution of the gas phase.

mi xi
m(NP )

i=1

Nucleation

(2.4) Homogeneous nucleation rate can be calculated by
counting the appearance of new nanoparticles subsets NPi in time, while heterogeneous nucleation rate
(surface condensation) by monitoring in time the
(2.5) growing rate of NP i . The rate of heterogeneous nucleation of species s for a nanoparticle NPi is:

PN (NP)
u(NP ) =

mi vi
m(NP )

i=1

(2.6)

Fs (NP i ) =

ηi,s (t + dt) − ηi,s (t)
dt

6
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scribes the probability to find a particles of species
sj with distance r from the center of mass of the primary particle. For its computation one determines
the number of sj particles in the shell between r and
r + δr and divide for 4π[(r + δr)3 − r3 ]/3.

3 Mesoscopic model denition
Figure 2.2: Sintering of two equally sized nanoparticles at successive time steps. Bulk, surface and heterogeneous nucleated atoms are coloured in blue, red
and cyan respectively [8].

Each nucleation event leads to the reduction of the
gas phase atomic population.
2.3.2

Coagulation and sintering

Coagulation occurs as soon as two atoms each one
belonging to a different nanoparticle NP i and NP j
start to be connected, satisfying the C criterion. The
coagulation event leads to the formation of an agglomerate between nanoparticles and to the formation of a new nanoparticle NP i ∪ NP j . Depending
on the temperature and material properties, the agglomerated particles may sinter to form an aggregate.
The sintering process can be described by monitoring
the evolution in time of the distance between center
of mass of the previously unconnected nanoparticles
atoms subsets.
Heterogeneous nucleation may increase the size of
the aggregate during sintering process. An example of molecular dynamics sintering prediction can be
found in [8], for simple 2D Lennard-Jones bounded
atoms.

The mesoscopic model is a coarse grained molecular dynamics model focused on nanoparticles.
Nanoparticle formation is described by classical nucleation theory while nanoparticle dynamics together
with the mechanisms of sintering and chemical reactions kinetic are modelled and solved for the prediction of aggregates and agglomerates formation and
morphology.

3.1 Model scope and terminology
The mesoscopic model covers:
• nanoparticle size from 10 to 200 nm
• a volume domain with characteristic length
from 1 to 10 µm
• an estimated number of nanoparticles in the
domain from 100 to 100,000
• a simulation time scale from 1 up to 100 ms.

In order to distinguish the entities with respect to
the atomistic model, in this section we will refer with
the term molecule to the atomic compounds that
are present in the gas phase and that can constitute
a nanoparticle or interact with its surface. Molecules
can be atomic species (e.g. Ar, Si, H) or molecular
species (e.g. Si-H,Si-N, Si-O, ZnO). 1
The basic discrete physical object of the mesoscopic
model (a.k.a. grain, pseudoatom) is the
2.3.3 Diffusion of reactive species
minimum thermodynamically stable cluster of
In case of reactive species, the surface reactions be- molecules that is called primary particle. Since free
tween species (e.g. Si/H) may lead to a radially molecules are smaller than a primary particle, they
dependent composition of the nanoparticle. The
1 It is of paramount importance to dene the molecule
radial composition of a primary particle (that can be species
that are present only in the gas-phase, the surface reassumed to be of spherical shape) can be measured acting species, the condensing species and the species present
by using a radial distribution function g(r) that de- only in the condensed-phase.

3.2

Definition of the mesoscopic system
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Figure 3.1: Mesoscopic model scale range.
are not included the model as distinct discrete objects; instead they are described using integral thermodynamic quantities (i.e. temperature, species density) and will be addressed in the following section as
the gas phase.
The effect of the presence of a free molecules gas
phase on nanoparticle formation and growth is taken
into account using material laws that describe its effect on the mesoscopic entities (i.e. heating, brownian
motion, nucleation, thermodynamics). Primary particles appear by homogeneous nucleation and grow by
heterogenous nucleation depending on the gas phase
properties and according to nucleation theory predicted rates.
More complex physical objects considered in the
models are agglomerates and aggregates of the basic
object, the primary particles. Their evolution is predicted until the end of the synthesis process, typically
after some tens of ms, when they reach a size around
100 nm.

ticles {pi } ⊂ MS connected together by weak bonds
due to interparticle potential (agglomerate) or hard
bonds by sintering (aggregate) and a list of connections {Cij } between particles storing the information
about connection type and sintering evolution.
The simplest nanoparticle is composed by a single
particle so that a new nanoparticle is created when
a particle is formed by nucleation. For two different
nanoparticles the relation NP i ∩ NP j = Ø holds.
An aggregate AG is the subset of N (AG) particles inside a nanoparticle {pj } ⊂ NP that are connected together by sintering. While agglomeration is
a reversible process, sintering is non reversible. The
relations AGi ⊂ NP and AG i ∩ AGj = Ø always
holds.
These concepts will be defined in detail in the next
sections.

3.3 Gas phase

The gas phase GP is constituted by free molecules
3.2 Denition of the mesoscopic sys- and atoms which are below the mesoscopic model
length scale (minimum stable cluster diameter) and
tem
it is characterized by time dependent thermodyThe mesoscopic system MS can be defined as a set namic scalar quantities such as: temperature
of particles pi with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N (MS)} where T (t), pressure p(t), the total number of molecules
N (MS) is the number of particles in the system, and Ngas and species molar concentration Cs (t), with
a free molecules gas phase GP characterized by its s ∈ [1, . . . , S], being S the total number of species
thermodynamic properties. The particles pj consti- in the system. A species can be an atomic species
tute the basic objects of the mesoscopic model.
(e.g. Ar, Si) or a molecular species (e.g. Si-H,Si-N,
A nanoparticle NP is a collection of N (NP ) par- Si-O, ZnO).

8
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of the model are its simplicity and low computational
effort.
For a single scalar the IEM model is given by

Figure 3.2: Conceptual scheme of the mesoscopic
model and its subsets.

1
dψ(t)
=−
(ψ(t) − hφi)
(3.1)
dt
τm
where hφi is the Favre averaged mean.
The coalescence-dispersion mixing model was
first proposed by Curl and provides a phenomenological model of turbolent mixing [10]. The model
randomly (using a uniform distribution) select pairs
(denoted with p and q) of particles and fully mixes
them, such that each particle assumes the mean composition of the particle pair

1
φ(p,new) = φ(p) + a(φ(q) − φ(p) )
2
(3.2)
In case of coupling with a continuum model
1
(q,new)
(q)
(p)
(q)
φ
=
φ
+
a(φ
−
φ
)
all these quantities are given as boundary conditions,
2
coming from the solution of the fluid dynamics equawhere a is uniformly distributed between [0,1].
tions including diffusion and reactions of species at
The mixing models are parameterised by a scalar
reactor scale. Turbulence effects on transport phe- mixing rate, defined in terms of a mixing time
nomena and chemical reaction rates are taken into
account at continuum scale and then transferred to
1
Cφ
(3.3)
=
mesoscopic scale by means on turbulence micromixτm
2τ
ing models.
where τm is a turbulence timescale and CΦ is a
If the mesoscopic domain is considered as an iso- mechanical-to-scalar timescale ratio. The value of CΦ
lated system (0D reactor), the chemical species is specified as a user-defined input.
concentration is calculated according to the possible
The turbulence timescale τ is defined in terms of
reactions between species and their interactions with turbulent kinetic energy k and energy dissipation 
particles using non-equilibrium or equilibrium chemk
istry.
(3.4)
τ≈

3.3.1

Turbulent mixing

The turbulent micromixing phenomenon can be simulated using a variety of models presented in the literature.
The two most common models include the Interaction by Exchange with the Mean (IEM) mixing model and the coalescence-dispersion (Curl)
mixing model.
The IEM (also known as the linear mean square
estimation or LMSE) mixing model is a deterministic
model in which all scalars relax to a mean value via
an exponential decay process [9]. The main features

3.3.2

Turbulence length scale

It is reasonable to assume that turbulence can affect
directly the various synthesis processes only when the
dimension of eddies is smaller than the characteristic size of the process; this hypothesis is
grounded on the idea that all particles located in the
same eddy are affected in the same way, leaving the
various interaction processes between them unmodified. Thus, the relative diffusion of two colliding elements is modified only if their distance is larger than
the surrounding eddy. In order to compare the characteristic process length with the dimension of eddies,

3.4

Particle
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Kolmogorov’s length scale µ is used as a parameter,
defined as

µ=

ν3


1/4

nucleation (heterogeneous and homogeneous) and reactions on the nanoparticles surface. These terms are
calculated as

(3.5)
ṁs =

where ν is the kinetic viscosity and  the energy dissipation.
As shown in [11], for an ICPT plasma reactor the
characteristic length of eddies is much larger than the
expected nano-powders in the whole reaction chamber. This means that for this particular reactor particles interacting with other particles or with vapour
monomers are all subjected to the same turbulent
eddy.
When this condition holds, turbulence effects on
particle/particle interactions should be neglected, retaining its effect only for what concerns the fluctuations of the gas phase quantities.

I
X

νsi qi

(3.9)

i=1

qi = kfi

Ng
Y
k=1

0

[Ck ]

νki

− kri

Ng
Y

00

[Ck ]νki

(3.10)

k=1

with kfi = Ai T βi exp(−Ei /RT ) and kri = kfi /Ki
where Ai ,βi and Ei are given as input and Ki calculated by thermochemical data.
3.3.4

Equilibrium composition

Under equilibrium composition assumption the
model can be simplified and the species concentration can be calculated at each timestep taking into
3.3.3 Non-equilibrium chemical kinetics
account species disappearance by nucleation (hetFollowing [12] the evolution of the chemical species erogeneous and homogeneous) and reactions on the
in time is determined by the chemical kinetics con- nanoparticles surface.
servation equations together with Dalton’s law apGiven the total amount of species in the volume,
plied to all the I possible reversible reactions involv- the composition can be calculated using the classical
ing Ng chemical species that can take place in the approach of minimizing the Gibbs free energy.
gas phase. The reversible reactions can be written in Since this a very well known method we refer to litgeneral form
erature for its description and to [13] for details on a
robust solution algorithms for its implementation.
Ng
Ng
X
X
0
00
νki χk
νki χk
(3.6)
k=1
00

3.4 Particle

k=1
0

The basic object of the mesoscopic model is a particle, that overlaps with the concept of primary particle at the beginning of its life, but can substantially
evolve growing by coagulation and heterogeneous nucleation and changing its chemical composition by
(3.7) surface reactions and chemical kinetics of the condensed species.

where νki = νki − νki are the forward and reverse stoichiometric coefficients of the k species of the i reaction, with i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, and χk the chemical symbol
for the k species.
dCs
= ṁs (Cs , T ) + ġs (MS)
dt
S
X

(3.8) 3.4.1 Definition
s=1
A particle pi (xi , vi , {ηs }) is a collection of N (pi )
for s = 1, . . . , S − 1, where ṁs is the rate of produc- molecules and is characterized by its position xi , vetion of species s computed using Arrhenius expres- locity vi and the composition in terms of number of
sions and gs is the source term that takes into account each contained species {ηs } = {η1 , η2 , . . . ηS }, with S
p = Ngas

Cs kB T

10
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the number of molecular species in the system. Particles are assumend to be of spherical shape. From
these definitions follows that

Since particles with a small number of molecules may
show a non-spherical arrangement this assumption is
completely valid only for sufficiently large particles.
For Si the crystalline structures starts to produce alS
X
N (pi ) =
ηs
(3.11) most spherical clusters with n ' 30.
Particles can be defined from molecular dynamics
s=1
simulation as shown in 2.2.2. In this model the reParticle mass m(pi ) is defined as
duction from atomistic to mesoscopic description is
applied only to nanoparticles made of a single priS
X
mary, between homogeneous nucleation and coagum(pi ) =
m s ηs
(3.12)
lation phases. Reduction from atomistic description
s=1
can be done by using a mapping matrix from the
while particle volume v(pi ) is derived by
set of atomic coordinates to a unique nanoparticle
configuration in the mesoscopic system
m(pi )
(3.13)
v(pi ) =
ρ(pi )
xmeso = Mx xatom
with ρ(pi ) the bulk density of the material obtained where xmeso is the collection of all Nmeso particles coby averaging the bulk densities ρs of the S molecu- ordinates, xatom the collection of all Natom molecules
lar species in the system using ηs as weights. Bulk coordinates and Mx the 3Nmeso × 3Natom mapping
densities should refer to solid or liquid state, and to matrix (equivalent to centers of mass calculation). A
particular phases, depending on the temperature2 .
similar approach can be used for the reduction of the
Particle radius is calculated as
velocities from the atomistic to mesoscopic description introducing a Mv mapping.
1


3v(pi ) 3
The reduction of a particle from a cluster of atoms
r(pi ) =
(3.14)
4π
to a simple 0D geometric point leads to loss of inIn case of radially dependent composition the func- formation about its internal degrees of freedom, in
particular regarding:
tion η̃ (r) can be defined, satisfying
s

• the dissipation phenomena occurring inside the
real particle

r(p
ˆ i)

ηs =

η̃s (r)
0

(3.15)

• the possibility for a particle to rotate around an
arbitrary axis

The center of the particle is located at its center of
• the possibility to oscillate around the shape
mass xi,cm , as defined in equation (2.5) for an atomof minimum surface tension energy (spherical
istic system. Similarly the velocity vi coincides with
shape)
u(NP ) of 2.6.
Particle shape is assumed to be spherical so that While these phenomena can affect e.g. the way partiits tensor of inertia can be approximated as
cles coagulate or the mechanisms of energy transfer,
their influence on the model prediction is assumed to
 2

be negligible.
2
0
0
5 mi (pi )
2
2

0
0
I=
5 mi r(pi )
3.4.2 Formation
2
2
0
0
m
r(p
)
i
5 i
2 Size-dependent melting temperature will be considered, Particles appear in the computational domain as primary particles with random positions and veaccording to literature available data on each particular material.
locity (avoiding overlapping with other entities),

3.4

Particle
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in thermal equilibrium with the gas phase system
T (pi ) = T and with a production rate and initial size
determined by Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT).
For the molecular species s according to CNT the
number of molecules for the smallest stable cluster is
given by:

surface tension is not so well defined. Moreover, in
the case of very small primary cluster the mesoscopic
model scale would be shifted towards the molecular
scale, with a substantial increase of the computational effort. For such materials insights from molecular dynamics will be used to check CNT prediction
and to provide additional material relations to de!3
2
scribe primary particles formation.
8πr0,s σs
(3.16)
j∗,s =
In particular, according to the expected computa3kB T ln Sssat
tional effort, a minimum mesoscopic model time step
where r0,s is the molecule radius, σs the surface ten- can be chosen for each material. Then the average
sion of the liquid, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the primary particle dimension of the nucleated partigas temperature and Ssat the supersaturation ratio cles appearing after such time step can be predicted
with ps the partial pressure directly from molecular dynamics, substituting the
given by Sssat = ps /psat
s
CNT relations equation (3.16) and equation (3.17)
of the s molecule species and psat
s the saturated vapor
with material relations obtained directly from molecpressure.
The ratio of formation of primary particles accord- ular dynamics, parameterized on T and ns .
ing to [14, 15] is given by:
3.4.3 Growth
r


Particle growth occurs by heterogeneous nucle4Θ3
2σs
exp
Θ
−
Rs = ns nsat
v
Vcrit ation of atoms of the species s from the gas phase.
s
s
sat
2
ms π
27(ln Ss )
(3.17) According to [16] the molecules flux towards the
where ns is the concentration of species s in the gas surface of the particle in the free-molecular regime
phase, nsat the saturation concentration,vs and ms Kn  1 is given by:
s

the volume and mass of species s. The normalized
surface tension is given by:
Θ=

σs ss
kB T

Fs = √

ps − psat
s
2πms kB T gas

(3.19)

(3.18) while for continuum regime Kn  1 is given by:

with ss the surface area of the molecule.
This approach hold for simple systems of nonreactive species such as Ar/Si or Ar/ZnO. For the
reactive species nucleation insights from molecular
dynamics simulation will be used to tune the CNT
in order to define nucleating species and to predict
nucleation behavior in e.g. Si/H/N systems, taking
into account the effect of Si-H and Si-N monomers,
and the effect of the presence in such systems of small
quantities of O2 .
In case of species with extremely low vapor
pressure or more generally of interatomic potential several orders of magnitude higher then
the average thermal energy of the system, the
size of the smallest stable cluster predicted by CNT
could be of very few atoms for which the concept of

Ds (ps − psat
s )
(3.20)
gas
rp kB T
For a generic Kn number regime the following interpolation formula may be used:


Ds
1 + Kn
Fs =
(Cs − Cssat )
2rp
1 + 1.71Kn + 1.333Kn 2
(3.21)
where Ds is the diffusion coefficient of the condensing
species, Cssat the concentration in equilibrium with
the surface, Cs the concentration in the bulk of the
volume, and rp the particle diameter.
Fs =

3.4.4

Heterogeneous interaction processes

In a reactive system the interaction between solid
particles and gas phase atomic and molecular species
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can be modelled using different approaches. The kinetic evolution of the system can be described via


0
... 0 ... 0
collision models in which the rate of reaction is ac

.
counted for as a probability factor that defines the
 C21 . . 0 . . . 0 


rate at which the gaseous molecules remain attached
 ..
.. 
..
..


.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(3.23)
C(P
)
=
q
to the solid particles after collision. A more complex




.
.
. . .. 
approach can be used in which chemical reactions
 Ci1 . . . Cij


are accounted for by using Arrhenius expressions and
..
..
..
.
...
.
... .
only the condensation of gas phase species on the surface of solid particles is modelled as a collisional proThe element Cij of a matrix C has the following
cess. Other strategies can be used to model heteroproperty
geneous interactions in a GP reactor, but for the sake
of brevity we will fully describe only the second ap
proach presented above. In this case, the interaction
0,



between the gas phase species and the solid particles
if p and p are non-neighbouring
i
j
takes place through three distinct processes: surCij =

S
(p
,
p
)
sph i j ≤ Cij ≤ s(pi ) + s(pj ),

face reaction, condensation and hydrogen re

lease. These are given in [17, 18, 19, 20] and deif pi and pj are neighbouring
scribed below for the GP synthesis of silicon from
(3.24)
silanes. Silanes (SiH4 , Si2 H6 , Si3 H8 ) react with the
where Ssph (pi , pj ) and s(pi ), s(pj ) are, respectively,
particle surface releasing hydrogen, as can be see in the surface area of a sphere with the same volume of
table 1, where the surface reactions (S.R.), the depo- that of primaries pi and pj
sition phenomena (modelled as a collisional process)
of silenes and silylenes on the particles surface (con√
2/3
(3.25)
Ssph (pi , pj ) = 3 π [6(ν(pi ) + ν(pj )]
densation (cond.)), and the hydrogen release (H2 )
mechanisms are presented.
and the primary particle surface for primaries pi
Surface reactions
and pj
After surface reaction with a silane molecule, a
primary particle px of particle Pq is transformed as
s(pi ) = π(dpri (pi ))2
(3.26)

Pq (. . . , px (ηSi , ηH ), . . . , C) + Sii H2i+2 →
Pq (. . . , px (ηSi + i , ηH + 2), . . . , C0 ) + i H2

The rate of surface reaction is modelled as an Arrhenius process; and is also proportional to the surface area of the particle, Sq , and the gas-phase con(3.22)
centration of silanes [17].

Each primary particle is described by the number of
silicon atoms ηSi and hydrogen atoms ηH . C and C0
are connectivity matrix. C0 is the new connectivity
matrix resulting from the addition of surface area.
Connectivity matrices are lower diagonal matrices of
dimension n(Pq ) × n(Pq ), where n(Pq ) is the number
of primary particles in a particle Pq . The connectivity matrix stores the common surface between two
primary particles and describes the sintering between
them, as illustrated in [19].



EA,SR
RSR = ASR,SiH2i+2 Sq CSiH2i+2 exp −
RT
(3.27)
where A and EA are the Arrhenius parameters for
silane species SiH2i+2 . These parameters are given
in table table 1.
Condensation
During condensation particles grow by the deposition of siagents elicotterolenes and silylenes on the
particle surface

3.4

Particle
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reaction
SiH4 +px → px (ηSi + 1, ηH + 2) + H2
SiH2 +px → px (ηSi + 1, ηH + 2)
Si2 H6 +px → px (ηSi + 2, ηH + 2) + 2H2
Si2 H4 A +px → px (ηSi + 2, ηH + 4)
Si2 H4 B +px → px (ηSi + 2, ηH + 4)
Si3 H8 +px → px (ηSi + 3, ηH + 2)
px → px (ηSi , ηH - 2) + H2

type
S. R.
cond.
S.R.
cond.
cond.
S.R.
H2

A
3.0×1033
1.0
3.0×1034
1.0
1.0
3.0×1034
1.2×1019

EA , kcal/mol
37.5
37.5
37.5
47.0

Table 1: Heterogeneous interaction processes included in the silicon synthesis mechanism [17].

Pq (. . . , px (ηSi , ηH ), . . . , C) + Sii Hj X →
0

Pq (. . . , px (ηSi + i , ηH + j), . . . , C )

(3.28)

This may be modelled as a collisional process, with
rate given by
s

2
πkB T
dSii Hj X + dcol,q
2mSii Hj X
(3.29)
where Acond is the collisional efficiency of the process (assumed equal to 1.0), mSii Hj X and dSii Hj X are
the mass and diameter of the colliding species, respectively, and dcol,q is the collision diameter of particle
q [17].
Hydrogen release
The hydrogen release from particles is a strong
function of temperature and annealing time. The
model includes a stochastic jump process to account
for release of hydrogen from particles

Rcond = Acond CSii Hj X

Pnq
px (ηH )
θ(Pq ) = Pnx=1
q
p
x=1 x (ηSi )
3.4.5

(3.32)

Bulk composition

An approach used to model the concentration profile
within liquid aerosol particles dispersed in a reactive
GP is presented in [21]. A similar approach could
be transferred to GP synthesis of solid particles by
modifiying the relevant parameters.
Let a particle be put in an atmosphere containing
a reacting gas admixture A. The molecules of A are
assumed to react with guest reactant B dissolved in
a host material of the particle (in principle, B itself
can be the host material). The reactant A is assumed
to react with the reactant B along the route
A+B →C

(3.33)

The particle initially containing no molecules of A
begins to consume those crossing the particle-carrier
gas interface. Four stages of the uptake process are
Pq (. . . , px (ηSi , ηH ), . . . , C) →
considered: diffusion of A toward the particle; cross(3.30)
0
ing the particle air interface; diffusion reaction proPq (. . . , px (ηSi , ηH − 2), . . . , C ) + H2
cess inside the particle; and accumulation of nonAssuming that the common surface element re- reacted A molecules in the particle.
mains unchanged due to the loss of hydrogen from
Inside the particle, the diffusion-reaction process
the particle surface, the rate of hydrogen desorption settles the concentration profile nX (r )
is proportional to the coverage (θq ), which can be calculated as the ratio of number of hydrogen to number
∂nX
− DX 4nX = −knA nB
(3.34)
of silicon atoms [17]
∂t


DX (X =A, B) is the diffusivity of the reactant
EA,H2
RH2 = AH2 θq exp −
(3.31) molecules inside the particle and in the gas phase,
RT
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respectively. k is the binary reaction rate constant at the surface of the particle. This ratio is represented
for the reaction given by equation equation (3.33).
by the Biot number:
The boundary condition for the component B corβ1 hVp
responds to its zero flux through the interface, that
Bi =
(3.40)
kp Sp
is
with h the heat transfer coefficient, β1 a Knudsen
(3.35) number accommodation factor from [22], kp the parr=a
ticle thermal conductivity, Vp the volume and Sp the
Instead of the boundary condition for A, we use surface of the particle. Under the assumption of
spherical particle the ratio Vp /Sp = Rp /3.
the integral principle
If Bi < 0.1 the temperature inside the particle can
ˆ
be considered as uniform with instantaneous propdNA
= JA − kn∗A n∗B fA (r)fB (r)d3 r
(3.36) agation, since the thermal resistance of the surface
dt
exceed the thermal resistance of the interior (therV
mally thin medium). On the contrary, if Bi > 0.1 the
where the following notation has been introduced temperature inside the particle should be considered
∗
nA (r , t) = nA
(t)fA (r , t) , nB (r , t) = nB∗ (t)fB (r , t) , as spatially and time dependent. An intermediate
∗
nB (t) = nB (0, t) , and
assumption can be obtained considering uniform interior temperature while maintaining an overall time
NX (t) = n∗X (t)QX (t)
(3.37) dependent evolution.
´
In table 2 the calculated Biot number for differ∗
where QX (t) = V fX (r, t)d3 r. The value nX
(t)
ent material and gases in plasma reactor conditions
are the maximum concentrations of the reactants.
assuming Nusselt number N u = 2 and a 100 nm parfA (r ) and fB (r ) are the distribution function of
ticle diameter is shown (β1 = 0.55 for Ar/H2 and
species A and B over coordinates and velocities, and
0.85 for Ar and N2 ). Particles can be considered
depend on the sticking probability β. If we assume
in equilibrium with the gaseous phase for most of the
the condensation of A onto a spherical particle
cases considered, with the exception of ZnO particles
in a highly conductive environment, such as Ar/H2
β
fA− = (1 − β)fA+ +
nAe
(3.38) mixtures. Particle with diameter smaller than 100
2π
nm have lower Bi due to high Kn free molecular efwhere f − is the velocity distribution function of
fects. For this reason in this model we will assume
+
molecules flying outword from the particle, f is the
homogeneous interior temperature for particles.
same for molecules flying toward the particle surConsidering radiation to or from the particle and
face, and nAe is the equilibrium concentration of A
assuming a zero thermal inertia for particles (no tranmolecules over the particle surface. The total flux of
sient), the equilibrium relation for heat transfer is
A is expressed as
∂nB
∂t

=0

JA = α(a)(nA∞ − nAe )

(3.39)

β1 hSp (T gas − Tp ) = εσSp (Tp4 − Ta4 )

(3.41)

Here nA∞ is the concentration of A far away from
gas
the particle and α(a) is the condensation efficiency, where T , Tp and Ta are the gas, particle and ambient (reactor walls) temperature, ε the emissivity
function of the particle radius a.
and σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Simple calculations show that for a 100 nm Si particle in Ar gas
3.4.6 Heat transfer and radiation
at 1000 K, and wall temperature at 2000 K, the ratio
Heat transfer mechanism in a particle is determined (Tgas − Tp )/Tp is about 0.1%. For this reason in this
by the ratio between the thermal resistance inside and model the particle radiation is neglected.

Material
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ZnO
Al2 O3
Si

Gas
Ar/H2 65%-35%
N2
0.143
0.017
0.023
0.003
0.003
0.0003
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Ar
0.0083
0.0014
0.0002

ena are of paramount importance for their correct
prediction, as shown in [24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
3.5.1

Interparticle potential

Interaction potential between particles is determined
Table 2: Biot number for 100 nm nanoparticle of dif- by optimization of a generic U M S mesoscopic potenferent materials and gases at 3000K (plasma reactor tial function using a set of reference atomistic simulations of small representative systems in which a poconditions).
tential function for interatomic potential U AT is used.
Iterative Boltzmann inversion [29] or force mapping
[30] can be used to define mesoscopic energy func3.4.7 Reaction energy
tions (interparticle potential) from the atomistic to
Process like surface/bulk reactions (e.g. Si oxida- the coarse grained mesoscopic model in the hypothetion), nucleation and crystallization release a specific sis of pairwise potentials.
amount of energy directly on the particle surface/or
In the iterative Boltzmann approach the obbulk that may lead to an instantaneous increase of the jective is finding an optimal U M S given by:
particle temperature with respect to the gas phase.
X
In this model, as a first approximation, we assume
U M S (x) =
uM S (rij )
(3.42)
that the energy released in such processes is effectively thermostatted or dissipated by the surround- where x and rij are the spatial arrangement of the
ing gas phase, according to the quantitative analysis particles and the distance between particles in the
mesoscopic model. The radial distribution function
done in the previous section.
AT
For the oxidization reaction contribution, this as- of the mesoscopic particles g (r) is calculated from
sumption especially holds if the oxygen in the system an atomistic simulation: the mapping matrix is used
AT
is present only in small quantities as an impurity, to define particles position. g (r) is used for the
MS
evaluation of the u (r) pairwise potential between
which is the case of NanoDome.
particles. The approximation of radial distribution
function for a pair potential in diluite systems g(r) =
3.5 Particles dynamics and agglomer- exp(u(r)/kB T ), so that:

ation

Interactions between particles occur in the mesoscopic model by means of the interparticle potential
and their Brownian driven motion. When particles
collides they connect together to form agglomerates
of finite size that can contain from 1 to 10,000 particles [5]. The connection of two particles by means
of weak forces (e.g. van der Walls) is called coagulation and can be broken if another sufficiently energetic collision occurs [23]. As soon as two particle
are connected by coagulation they can irreversibly
stick together by sintering, which is a temperature
driven non-reversible process, and may lead in time to
complete sintering. Instantaneous sintering between
two particles is called coalescence. The model and
the mathematical implementation of these phenom-

uM S (r) = −kB T ln g AT (r)

(3.43)

Now a mesoscopic simulation is performed using
uM S (r) and the radial distribution function g M S (r)
is calculated, leading to a correction of uM S (r) given
by:

S
MS
uM
new (r) = uold (r) − kB T ln



g AT (r)
g M S (r)


(3.44)

and iterations are performed until convergence.
The force matching approach is based on the
definition of a mesoscopic interparticle force as an
average of the forces between particles calculated using a representative set of atomistic simulations, so
that:
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S
FM
i

∂U M S (x)
= FAT
=−
i
∂xi

(3.45)

which holds for each mesoscopic particle i. The force
S
FM
ij (r) between two particles is usually approximated as:

S
FM
ij (r)


= − fij (r) +

1 qi qj
4πε0 r2



rij
rij

(3.46)

where fij (r) is a spline function, with rij = xj − xi .
The optimized form of FijM S can be found using an
objective function to be minimized:

χ=

n N
MS
X
X
k=1 i=1

2
AT
MS
FAT
(xAT
i (xk ) − Fi
k )

(3.47)
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model the stability of the connection between the two
particles depends only on the interparticle potential
uM S (r) and the dynamic of the impact. Sticking occur between two coagulated particles only in case of
sintering i.e. in case of a contact time τC ' τS where
τS is the sintering time, so that a rigid structure is
formed by means of a neck between the two particles.
In order for coagulation to take place, a connection criterion between two particles pi and pj must
be defined at each time step in order to check if the interparticle potential uM S (r) can overcome the kinetic
energy of the colliding particle system, establishing a
stable connection. A simple criterion requiring that
rij ≤ r0 , where rij is the interatomic distance between ai and aj and r0 a characteristic connection
distance is very easy to implement. Nevertheless it
can fail to distinguish between a stable connection
and a collision that leave the particles unconnected
in case of weak bonding, such as the van der Walls
based potentials. In these cases the criterion can be
improved adding the requirement that the condition
must be satisfied for a time interval t − t0 higher than
the characteristic collision time of atoms τ .
A more consistent connection criterion for weak interactions between particles should compare the kinetic energy in the center of mass system and the
potential energy of the two particles system, to check
if the particles have enough kinetic energy to break
the connection. For example, in case of two identical
atoms with a pairwise potential (e.g. Lennard-Jones)
this criterion can be expressed as

where xAT
is one of the possible n trajectory configk
urations of the atomic system.
Such approach has been used in [31] for carbonaceous nanoparticles. C60 mesoscopic interparticle potential has been described using n = 12, 000 sets of
atomic configurations for a system of 64 nanoparticles and representing the force field by a spline over
a mesh with a grid spacing of approximately 0.0025
nm. The resulting force has been analytically
repreP16
sented as a power expansion f (r) = n=2 An /rn .
Both approaches can be used to find the interparticle potential at mesoscopic level. The parameterization will be performed also considering particles
size.
1
S
mv 2 + uM
(3.48)
ij (r) ≤ 0
Force matching approach will be the preferred
4
method in this model since it does not require mesoscopic model simulations in order to tune the poten- where v is the relative velocity of the two particles,Mm
S
tial. An algorithm for the computation of interparti- the reduced mass, r their relative distance and uij
cle potential can be developed for a generic atomistic the potential energy.
Due to the nature of the potential, coagulated parconfiguration.
ticles can still rotate around each other as shown in
3.3. The rearrangement of rigid clusters by rotation
3.5.2 Coagulation
around weakly connected particles has been described
Coagulation occurs when two particles comes in con- in [23].
tact as result of their relative motion or due to colWhen two single particles pi and pj coagulate, each
lision algorithm. While in collision algorithms par- one representing a single nanoparticle NP k and NP l
ticle sticking is always assumed to happen, in this respectively, a new nanoparticle NP m = NP k ∪ NP l .
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A detailed theory for multiple particle sintering has
been developed in [32] together with different expressions for τS depending on the sintering conditions in
order to use the simpler Koch and Friedlander model
instead of the more complex and computationally expensive method. In particular for sintering of particles in aggregates of N particles the proposed correction to the sintering time is

Figure 3.3: Coagulated (a) and sintered (b) particles.
τS,N = τS (
3.5.3

Sintering

Sintering may occur between two connected (coagulated) particles pi and pj . A sketch of a particles pair
sintering is shown in figure 3.4. According to [32] the
driving force for sintering is a minimization of the
free energy resulting in a reduction of surface area.
The energy gained by surface reduction is dissipated
by viscous flow, which sets the time scale for sintering. The dissipated energy would increase the particle temperature, which in practical processes is effectively thermostatted or dissipated by the surrounding
gas.
According to Koch and Friedlander [33] the evolution of the sintering process can be described by
dA
1
= − (A − Af )
(3.49)
dt
τ
where τ is the characteristic fusion time, A the aggregate surface area and Af the final value upon complete coalescence.
The phenomenological fusion time for two particles
can be taken as τ = ηrsmall /σ where η is the viscosity,
σ the surface tension and rsmall the radius of the
smaller particle in order to take into account sintering
of different particle size.
The sintering time τS has also been defined by
other Authors as

N (1/2−Df /6)
)
2

(3.51)

where τS,N is the corrected sintering time for a N
particle aggregate and Df the fractal dimension of
the aggregate [34].
The sintering parameters can be found in literature
or evaluated using molecular dynamics simulations
for a representative sets of nanoparticles.
The condition τ → ∞ (which means a stop in
the sintering process) occurs during the condensation
process, as soon as dp increases and T decreases, so
that further collisions lead only to “soft agglomerates”
formation.
The sintering level between two particles is defined
as
s(pi , pj ) =

Af /A − 2−1/3
1 − 2−1/3

(3.52)

and is comprised between 0 and 1. Tipically a sintering level greater than 0.95 means particles coalescence.
Two coagulated particles are considered partially
sintered if the sintering level reaches a threshold level
smin that should be defined as input of the model.
Particles with s ≥ smin become part of an aggregate
and behave lake a rigid body with a constraint on
the mutual distance that comes from the sintering
level of their connection. Particles with s ≤ smin are
not rigidly connected and behave like a soft agglomerate, with a constraint defined only by their mutual
τS = τS (pi , pj ) = Asint dp exp(Esint /T )
(3.50) interparticle potential.
Upon complete sintering, when s ≥ 0.95, particles
where dp is the minimum diameter of the primary pi and pj are summed together in a single new parparticles pi and pj , Asint and Esint are sintering ticle, and the position of the new particle is taken as
parameters which depend on the particle material.
the position of the bigger one.
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.
The radius of gyration for the aggregate is defined as
X
RG =
m(pi )ri2 /m(AG)
(3.55)
i

where ri is the distance of the i-th particle from the
center of mass of the aggregate.
The fractal dimension D(AG) of the aggregate
is defined as

Figure 3.4: Two-dimensional sketch of a pair of spherical particles during sintering [32].

D(AG) =

ln(Nr (AG))
ln(dc (AG)/dp,av (AG))

(3.56)

where the reduced number of particles in the aggregate is
3.5.4 Aggregates
S(AG)3
Nr (AG) =
(3.57)
36πv(AG)2
When two particles stick together by sintering then
an aggregate (hard agglomerate) AG is formed. the collision diameter is
More particles can then become part of the aggregate
r
by sintering with particles already part of it. Two ag5
dc (AG) = 2
RG
(3.58)
gregates can also coagulate to form an agglomerate
3
(soft agglomerate) and the become a single aggregate
the average particle diameter is
if sintering occurs between the contact particles.
Interparticle potential between sintered particles
6v(AG)
has no more effects, while the effects of inteparticle
dp,av (AG) =
(3.59)
S(AG)
potential between sintered particles and free particles, or particles sintered in another aggregate, are and S(AG) and v(AG) are the total area and volretained.
ume of the aggregate as summation on all aggregate
An aggregate is defined as a structure of sintered particles.
particles, evolving in time and whose particles are
The moment of inertia of the aggregate can be calsubject to sintering progress, surface reactions and culated using the parallel axis theorem as
growth by heterogeneous nucleation.
The center of mass of the aggregate can be calN (AG)
culated as
X
X
S
I
=
[Ii,lk
+ mi (
ri,j δlk − ri,l ri,k )]
lk
PN (AG)
m(pi )xi
i=1
j
i=1
xcm (AG) =
(3.53)
m(AG)
S
where Ii,lk
is the moment of inertia of the ith-particle
PN (AG)
assumed
to
be spherical.
m(p
)
is
the
mass
of
the
where m(AG) =
i
i=1
Upon sticking, the momentum of the particle and
aggregate and xi the particles positions.
The aggreate motion as rigid body is characterized aggregate system is preserved, so that vCM (AG) and
by its center of mass velocity vCM (AG) and ω(AG). ω(AG) are updated to ensure its conservation.
At each timestep the sintering progress between
Velocity of a single particle in the aggregate is
each particles pi , pj ∈ AG are evaluated according to
vi = vCM + ω × (xi − xCM )
(3.54) 3.5.3, so that the interparticle distance dij is reduced.
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The new particles positions can be evaluated by taking the relative distances as constraints and updating all the particle positions, if particles are part of
an open chain. If particles are part of a closed chain
(cyclic graph) a SHAKE-like algorithm [35] can be
used to restructure the overall aggregate shape[36].3
In order to reduce the computational cost of such
rearrangement it is also possible to neglect the sintering displacement of particles and to rearrange the
aggregate shape only when coalescence occurs.
3.5.5

Particles and aggregates motion

Several approaches has been developed in the past
[37] to predict the morphology of agglomerates for
different Knudsen regimes using particle-cluster and
cluster-cluster approaches. The most important algorithms are the Ballistic and Diffusion Limited Agglomeration. These algorithms can be applied both
for particle-cluster as in Ballistic Particle Cluster Agglomeration (BPCA) and Diffusion Limited Particle Cluster Agglomeration (DLA), and for clustercluster as in Ballistic Cluster Cluster Agglomeration
(BCCA) and Diffusion Limited Cluster Cluster Agglomeration (DLCA). These algorithms can be used
to determine the typical fractal dimensions of agglomerates that can be used to predict in general their
morphology and collisional properties.
In ballistic agglomeration models [39], pairs of clusters (or particles and clusters) are added to each other
via linear (ballistic) paths that are selected randomly,
without bias, from all possible paths that could result
in a “collision” between the two clusters. A typical
simulation is started with a large number of particles, and clusters of increasing size are formed as the
simulation proceeds [37].
In particle-cluster diffusion limited agglomeration
models [40], particles are added one at a time, to
a growing cluster of particles via random walk paths
that start far outside of the region that is occupied by
3 While

is theoretically possible to impose a constraint on

the distance between sintered particles using a ctious sintering potential (to be treated as the interparticle potential), this
rigid potential would need a smaller timestep than the rest
of the system for a stable numerical solution. For this reason
a rigid body treatment together with a SHAKE-like approach
has been proposed.

Figure 3.5: Agglomerates consisting of 1024 monodisperse primary particles made by (a) diffusion-limited
(DLCA) and (b) ballistic cluster–cluster (BCCA) agglomeration as well as by (c) diffusion-limited (DLA)
and (d) ballistic particle–cluster (BPCA) agglomeration [38].

Figure 3.6: Agglomerates of polydisperse primary
particles having geometric standard deviation σ g
= 2.0 (left column) and 3.0 (right column) made by
diffusion-limited (DLCA) and ballistic cluster–cluster
agglomeration (BCCA) as well as by diffusion-limited
(DLA) and ballistic particle–cluster agglomer- ation
(BPCA) [38].
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the cluster while in cluster-cluster aggregation model
[23] the particles and clusters are moved via random
walk trajectories that represent the Brownian motion
of particles and aggregates in a dense fluid [37].
The basic version of these algorithms assume that
particles stick rigidly together upon contact neglecting sintering. The presence of an interparticle potential that affects the sticking probability can be simulated using the diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggregation models including a probability that a pair
of clusters will join when they come into contact depending on the potential well and kinetic energy of
the colliding cluster. This approach is called reaction
limited agglomeration.
Results of these different approaches and predicted
fractal dimensions of agglomerates are shown in figure 3.5 and figure 3.6.
In this model we want to take into account the possibility of agglomeration depending on a interparticle
potential between particles and aggregates. An high
level of detail in the description of particles and aggregates motion can be obtained if is assumed to be
affected by the gas phase in terms of Brownian motion and calculated using Langevin equation, taking
also into account the interparticle potential, as done
in [41, 42, 43] for several Kn regimes.
The equation of motion is solve at each time step
for each non sintered particle pi (free or agglomerated)
and for each aggregate seen as a rigid body.
The Langevin equation for a particle i is written
in the form
2

d xi
= Fi (t) − mi γvi + β(t)
(3.60)
dt2
with hβ(t)i = 0 and hβ(t)β(t0 )i = 2mi γkB T δ(t − t0 )
that represent the stochastic nature of the Brownian
motion and Fi the forces acting on the particle due
to interparticle potential. The friction coefficient in
continuum regime can be expressed bythe Stokes law
as γ = 6πηRi where η is the viscosity of the gas and
Ri the particle radius, while in free molecular regime
can be expressed using Epstein relation as
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a value of 1 for specular reflection and a value of 1.444
for diffuse reflection, mg the gas molecule mass and
hvg i the average gas velocity. Transitional regimes
has been treated extensively in [43].
The equation for an aggregate is the same as
equation (3.60) using the gyration radius RG of the
aggregate instead of Ri and the mass of the aggregate. The Brownian force is calculated as the sum of
the Brownian forces acting on each particle forming
the aggregate; in case of partial sintering the force on
a particle is scaled by its effective area. Brownian and
interparticle forces are used to define the total force
Ftot acting on the center of mass and the torque T
acting on the aggregate as
N (AG)

Ftot (AG) =

X

(FBr
i + Fi )

(3.62)

i=1
N (AG)

T(AG) =

X

(xi −xCM (AG))×(FBr
i +Fi ) (3.63)

i=1

Interparticle potential between sintered particles
in not considered, while its effects between sintered
particles and free particles, or particles sintered in
another aggregate, are retained. The equations of
motion for the aggregate are
m(AG)ẍCM (AG) = Ftot (AG)
Iω̇ = T(AG)

(3.64)
(3.65)

As soon as a new entity became part of the aggregate, establishing a rigid connection by sintering,
its linear and angular momentum are preserved and
added to the aggregate, influencing its motion. This
can have some influence especially in the first stage of
aggregate formation, when the aggregate total mass
is few time larger than single particles, or in case of
aggregation of different aggregates.
The solution of the Langevin equations equation (3.60) and equation (3.64) can be performed using a Verlet-type algorithm as done in [44], while
p
4
mg hvg i
(3.61) equation (3.65) can be solved using explicit Euler
γ = δπRi2
3
kB T
method [45] and then updating the particles posiwhere δ is a surface accommodation factor which has tions. A possible approximation consists in neglectmi
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